Pandora’s Mysterious Box

When Pandora was created by the gods and goddesses of Mount Olympus each one gave her a special gift they blessed her with beauty, wisdom and happiness. When they had finished bestowing their gifts? The gods agreed that he was almost perfect.

“Wait a goddess said. There is another gift she must have. If she has no interest in learning about all on Earth Pandora will be bored.” The goddess therefore also gave her curiosity.

Before Pandora left the house of the gods she was given a chest that was tied and locked Jupiter cautioned her, What ever happens, do not open the chest. Keep it locked forever? The contents will bring great unhappiness to the world.

On Earth, Pandora was loved and admired by everyone her laughter and song charmed the birds and animals in the forests. She chose a handsome partner Epimetheus as her Husband. They lived a happy life dancing, singing and celebrating with their friends.
FABLE: Pandora’s Mysterious Box

Name ________________________________

For a long time the chest sat undisturbed in a corner of Pandoras house when visitors came to call they comented on the beautiful carvings. That decorated the lid. Many asked to look inside the chest but pandora explained that they was a gift from the gods that was never to be opened unfortunately, that only prompt an even greater interest in some of the visitors.

“A gift from the gods? asked one. Then of course it must hold great magic or priceless jewels. no chest should be closed for ever.

**WEDNESDAY**

One quick look inside this beautiful gift from the gods would sureley do no harm, insisted another visitor. “No one would ever need to know. Even the god’s them selves would not learn of it.”

No matter how much her guests pleaded pandora refused to follow their suggestions that he disobey Jupiters instructions. As time went by however curiosity about the contents of the mysterious chest began to take hold of pandora. Pandora soon found herself wondering about the chest mourning noon and night

**THURSDAY**